Prometheus Group University

PM 101: World-Class Maintenance Scheduling with SAP and Prometheus
Prometheus Group University is a series of three day training courses developed to help our customers get the most out of
their SAP system and Prometheus products.
PM 101 provides hands-on planner training for your company’s maintenance organization. Leveraging the best practices
we’ve gathered from years of industry experience, learn how to build corrective notifications and work orders according to
industry standards, while understanding the closed-loop maintenance strategy to set the foundation of world class
maintenance. Throughout this interactive course, attendees will cover the entire planning life-cycle, from notification to
TECO, while learning the best practices for streamlined, effective planning and a reportable history for future analysis.
Users will get knee-deep into planning in SAP and leveraging ERP Advanced to enhance and streamline planning, as well
as analyze backlogs and track history.
This course is recommended for any maintenance planners currently using SAP PM or moving onto SAP and looking to get
even more out of the system and Prometheus ERP Advanced.

About PGU
• Learn about industry best practices
• Network with your peers
• Adds functionality to standard SAP
• Complete class exercises live in
standard SAP

Each course includes:
• Access to practice system during
and upon completion of the course
• The course manual for you to
bring home
• One-on-one instruction
• A special event dinner
• Breakfast and lunch each day

Topics Covered
Effective strategies to build and track notifications within
SAP PM
How to plan for work execution, with materials, PRT’s,
document assignments, and building out relationship logic,
includ-ing full use of all planning tools within ERP Advanced
When to save task lists, and how to deploy them for rapid
planning in the future
Managing a planner’s backlog effectively with workflow,
status management, and reporting
Job close-outs, with history documentation and how to track
the results to be more effective moving forward

Learn more about Prometheus Group University today: contact@prometheusgroup.com
www.prometheusgroup.com
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